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Any Celebrations?



Norms

● Participants will demonstrate a growth-mindset
● Participants will demonstrate respect to those around them
● Participants will remain engaged throughout the session

Any other suggestions?



Learning Objectives

● Teachers will learn what Cold Call is and how it can 
increase the level of rigor throughout a lesson.

● Teachers will walk away knowing how to use Cold Call in 
their own classroom.



What is Cold Call?

Definition: Call on students 
regardless of whether 
they’ve raised their hands.



The Four Purposes of Cold Call

1. Check for Understanding-Allows the teacher to determine if 
the students actually learned the content.

2. Creating a Culture of Engaged Accountability-Establishes a 
culture where EACH student is expected to be engaged and 
prepared to answer a question.

3. Pacing-Allows the teacher to use instructional time efficiently.
4. Backstopping Your Ratio-Ensures that students are doing the 

work!



Four Keys to Effective Cold Call

1. Keep Cold Call Predictable-Students will adjust their behavior if 
Cold Call becomes a regular part of class (rollout speech).

2. Make Cold Call Systematic-Cold Calls should be directed to ALL 
students.

3. Keep Cold Call Positive-The teacher must always ensure that 
Cold Call is seen as a positive experience (it is not a 
consequence).

4. Unbundle Your Cold Call-Break up larger questions into smaller 
questions and distribute them to students across the classroom.



A helpful tip!

Use popsicle sticks or index cards to ensure that you call on 
students in an evenly-distributed manner.



A helpful tip!

Use this sequence when calling on students:

Question, Pause, Name



What does effective Cold Call look like?

Please click on this link to see an example of what 
Cold Call looks like in a classroom:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PARfIwF215k


Source:

Lemov, D. (2015). Teach Like a Champion. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.



Please provide feedback!

Please click on the following Google Form link and complete 
the survey. I greatly appreciate your feedback!

https://forms.gle/azE1MVgsHeTYk4Ah9

https://forms.gle/azE1MVgsHeTYk4Ah9

